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‘The idea of owning anything except the experience is hubris.’Unknown Pleasures is a

collection of works by the climber and award-winning author Andy Kirkpatrick. Obsessed with

climbing and addicted to writing, Kirkpatrick is a master storyteller. Covering subjects as

diverse as climbing, relationships, fatherhood, mental health and the media, it is easy to read,

sometimes difficult to digest, and impossible to forget.One moment he is attempting a rare solo

ascent of Norway’s Troll Wall, the next he is surrounded by the TV circus while climbing

Moonlight Buttress with the BBC’s The One Show presenter Alex Jones. Yosemite’s El Capitan

is ever-present; he climbs it alone – strung out for weeks, and he climbs it with his thirteen-year-

old daughter Ella – her first big wall.His eye for observation and skilled wordcraft make for

laugh-out-loud funny moments, while in more hard-hitting pieces he is unflinchingly honest

about past and present love and relationships, and pulls no punches with an alternative

perspective of our place in the world.Unknown Pleasures is Andy Kirkpatrick at his brilliant best.
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PREFACE –When the singer Freddie Mercury was dying of Aids he told those in charge of his

legacy to do what they wanted with his music, his only wish being ‘don’t make me

boring’.Unknown Pleasures is a collection of writing covering a broad range of subjects, from

Antarctic expeditions to Steven Seagal, and big-wall solos to suicide. Covering life and death

and all the stuff in between, this is much more than a straight climbing book. Within these

pages are stories that will terrify, stories that will make you chuckle, and stories that will make

you confused, angry or even make you cry. Within this book there will be words to love and

words to hate, but I promise you, none of them will be boring.– INTRODUCTION –I sit in Las

Vegas, the air conditioning making me shiver, typing away – backwards and forwards, type and

delete – trying to write an introduction that I might actually take the time to read for a book of

my words.It seems funny to have such a book, with my words printed inside it, and it’s with no

false modesty that I say I don’t really see myself as a writer – this writing stuff nothing to do

with me. If I was to come up with a reason for this embarrassment of inadequacy it would be

that writing has always been such a struggle, from the moment I started school, to now as I sit

and shiver. There’s no way I can claim such a title as ‘writer’. To find something so difficult robs

you of any feeling of mastery, mastery being a requirement for such a book as this, my

‘greatest hits’. And so instead of being a writer I see myself as being something else: part thief

and part connector of discordant events, mining the past. Oh and last lines, I’m good at last

lines.First to the thievery.The words in this book were most often not really freely given but

taken, sometimes stolen against the wills of the characters described, from people who had no

clue that my writer’s brain was casing away everything said and done and experienced. The

more you can steal the better; the stuff people want left out is more often than not the only stuff

to put in.Having gone through so much past writing looking for the good stuff for this book, I

would also add myself to the list of injured parties, my own life picked through for nuggets that

could be forged into something of value to the reader – no thought to the crime in it. All that

mattered was the words, even ones that did me harm.There is also some criminal boldness

needed to write stories that people want to read: a little raw, a bit edgy, car-crash

uncomfortable – things that make people read through their fingers, things they’ve not quite

read before, things they want to read but didn’t know it. I’m often asked if those who I’ve written

about are still alive (yes, they are), or if others mind so honest a sharing (often not), or if I

share too much (yes, I do). All that really matters is that the words are read, criminal or not. As

I’ve said, I’m not a writer of skill, but a thief – have been so long before the words – and that



urge to read what I write is often just the thrill of being in on the job.As for connections, this

really seems to be what I’m good at and has very little to do with the art of writing, of planning

and structure and knowing your beginning, middle and end. I was once diagnosed as being

extremely dyslexic, regarded as a problem at the time – an excuse. But I soon saw it as a gift,

allowing me to deconstruct and rebuild complex things, a story nothing but a pattern of words

and meanings that can be pulled apart. These stories I tell are very often confused and

complex, going here and there, which some wrongly assume to be designed that way, that in

the madness there is deeper meaning and intellect. There is not, I just start writing and see

where my easily distracted brain takes me – oh look, a squirrel – but you’re welcome to extract

a higher meaning if you wish. This distraction is also tied to my adventurous spirit, in that I

don’t want certainty, to know what comes next, what lies around every corner, only the

certainty that the next paragraph has the potential to be different to this one and

unexpected.Once upon a time and long enough ago to share and not face prosecution, I was

more than a word thief.My thievery did not involve diamonds, bars of gold, or fancy sports cars,

but cheese. Maybe you can go to prison for such a crime, or be sent to hell, but in my defence,

this was the cheapest of cheese m’lud, not the good stuff that stinks out your house. It was

hardly cheese at all, more soft orange rubber, showing that at least back then I felt some

shame. The wrapper of this ill-gotten gain was labelled Happy Shopper, Cheddar, strong,

strong cheese the only one worth the risk of being caught for – after all, life is too short for

mild.Happy Shopper was a popular brand back then in the 1990s, each item like a little Red

Cross parcel to the cash-strapped: single mums, men who lived alone, the elderly, the

downtrodden, people spread as thin as can be on their small slice of life. And so such offerings

were true to their word, bringing happiness to shoppers with an affordable bounty of cheap

cuts and slices and measures, sold in corner shops and Asian supermarkets everywhere.Back

in those days my income was about twenty-four pounds a week – I was spread thin enough to

be transparent, on the dole like almost everyone else my age. It was a substance I had to

stand in line once a fortnight to receive, stand in line and recite my National Insurance number

and then ‘sign on’.Standing in line has a calming effect on animals, like cattle and human

beings, some order to the chaotic scramble that is a life, the line that must hold for the sake of

civilisation, but often without considering its possible abattoir end. When we humans stand in

line we stand in line to demonstrate for fairness, in the belief that although slow you will be in

some way rewarded for your patience and civic conformity, as well as the solidarity of the tut

and grumble at those that push in, or who don’t wait their turn (Italians).Everyone who worked

for the DHSS1, the ‘SS’, where I stood in line waiting to sign on, looked like a teacher: stern,

detached, disinterested, just clocking their days away, sheepdogs to us queuing sheep. ‘Next’

as good as a bark, the security guard standing ready to nip the unruly. The best thing about

them looking like teachers was they created a seamless join between school and

unemployment – made you realise you were as loved by the state as a paper clip. I guess it

was around this time, facing the back of some fellow unfortunate, that the words in this book

began to form, like a grain of sand within an oyster, some small thought that there must be

more to life than this – even if it was via the one thing I knew for certain I was crap at.Once

signed on, and with no bank account, your giro would be taken to the post office, and another

line. The money counted out by someone else who looked like a teacher, no chit-chat or ‘how

are things?’, even though there was no shame in it really, that money given, like medicine, the

hope being to keep the patient alive until the world got better. At the post office counter the

money would be doled out, meant to last until the lines beckoned again.Money was put aside

for gas, electricity, water and food, and small loans of a pound or two paid back. Rent was



taken care of by the fact that no one in the house paid rent, the owner of the flat seemingly

disappeared. Drink and drugs would have been a nice distraction in those days, but not on

such a tight budget, drugs only really affordable if you started dealing, any profit to be had

squandered in a hazy and wasteful distraction. The only real frivolity was going out, pound-

shop clubs, where dancing was free and other people’s dregs could easily be drunk. On tiny

dance floors with low ceilings, to the beat of Iggy Pop or the Stone Roses, you forgot just who

or what you were. Bodies brushed over crunching glass, the drumming moment your own little

movie as the strobe bulb pulsed through the choking smoke machine. Life was good in the dark

– until the lights came on and you realised where you were, other people’s sweat dripping

down on you from the ceiling. Again, that small piece of sand spun deep within, the urge to

somehow make a reality which worked with the lights on.In this underclass of youth poverty –

although we did not see it that way, more that we were equal – there also swam the student,

who although looking poor and speaking poor always seemed to have money, education and

the state’s largesse. They lived on loans, cheap credit and cash from home – always money for

drink and drugs and patty and chips or pizza on the way home. I was so ignorant then that I

was bedazzled by these students, these sophisticates far from here, unlike anyone I knew,

doing degrees in English literature, politics or physics, even though all they ever seemed to do

was sleep and drink. And yet I understood they had keys I did not possess, knew so much

more about the world and things unknown by me – about real culture, movies, music, history

and philosophy. Someone once spoke for twenty minutes about Gulliver’s Travels, how it was a

satire on society and state and religion, the inherent corruption of me and how we could be

corrupted, which was news to me, as I thought it was a kids’ book. It made me wonder what

else I was missing. To sit in front rooms with such people was to hotwire my empty brain to

theirs for a little while, a parasite to the current that seemed to flow between them all, not just

drink and drugs but also knowledge. Books, films, bands: The Wasp Factory, Taxi Driver,

Bongwater. Drop by drop I sucked it up, filled myself in, overwrote my ignorance, an education I

had missed. Most of all I could see that these people were only passing through, but also that

some around me were not, that thirty years later they would still be signing on. These students

though, unlike me, would one day be leaving this place, and not by the abattoir.Back to the

cheese.A block of cheese cost about a pound in the 1990s and so was a luxury I could not

afford. We lived on cheap Happy Shopper white bread (if we were flush) and twenty-five kilos

of potatoes, which is a lot of potatoes: fried, boiled, mashed and baked. I don’t remember ever

eating any other vegetable in this time and it’s surprising we never got scurvy, but we did have

ketchup, so maybe there’s my answer. Added to this minimalist diet was a huge tub of

margarine so big it could hardly fit in the fridge and of a quality so low it could grease

machinery. Such a diet was not conducive to good health but it sufficed, the cost of each meal

– which was once a day – giving that warm glow whereby you know you’ll not starve tomorrow

or next week.Then one day, shopping in the Asian supermarket for milk, one luxury we had to

afford as tea was another staple, I looked down at the eggs and cheese and was taken over by

some impulse. I couldn’t stand it any more; I had to have cheese. Cheap, oily, chemically

coloured and flavoured, but cheese nonetheless. The cost of such a luxury was beyond me,

and then a voice in my head just said ‘steal it’ – a hot and terrible excitement coming over me.

No one was looking. What did I have to lose? And so just like that, like some Artful Dodger, I

reached down, past the Edam and Boursin, to the Happy Shopper Cheddar and slipped the

cheapest of cheese into my pocket.This petty thievery was long ago, the shop I stole from long

gone, as is that semi-poverty that spurred the desire to rob, a poverty not really measured in

pounds and pence – as I’ve been just as poor or worse since – but some poverty of hope and



expectation that gave me just enough hunger for something better than that to set me free,

gifted me that grain of sand, this book perhaps its pearl. Stealing cheese is wrong, but it was

also necessary, and nothing to do with food – although I remember how great it tasted on a

baked potato drenched in axle grease – more an act of stepping from the line.And now for the

end, the last line.A few nights after my thievery, and in a cheesy glow, I called around to a

house I did not really know, meeting up with some students before heading to a club. I knocked

on the door and a cool Scottish student called Ewen let me in. While people sat drinking cider

in the living room, watching Married with Children on VHS, we went up to Ewen’s bedroom to

wait. Unknown to us then we would become good friends, escape to London together, work in

the same shop, him with his degree, me without, sit on the Tube side by side, live in the same

house – but back then we were strangers. I had the eye of a burglar in such situations and

made an inventory of his room: white racing bike leant against the radiator, rows of vinyl laid in

line before an expensive-looking record player, a large empty backpack slipped in between the

wardrobe and the wall. I asked Ewen about it, if he went walking or climbing, that part of me

just a spark, and he told me about going to India. I asked him if they had McDonald’s in India.

They did. Then I looked beyond his treasures, to the strange and mysterious posters around

his room, not Jim Morrison or The Beatles or Klimt like all the rest, but Hüsker Dü, Felt and

Daniel Johnston. My heart ached to be so cool. This was no ordinary student I thought, but a

man of taste and refinement, better than the others, a man to study closely and follow, a star

on which to try and hitch.I noticed a poster I’d missed in the dim room, one darker than the

rest, stuck above his stereo and almost camouflaged against the dark wallpaper. It was the

coolest poster I had ever seen. It was black, and created by the graphic designer Peter Saville,

although I didn’t know him, or what graphic design was, back then. The poster was dark and so

sparse and minimalist, just layers of radio waves from pulsar CP 1919, but looking to me like

overlaid cardiographs or a deep-sea survey. It was powerful. I stared at it, feeling it had some

deeper, more profound meaning for me, some hidden message within those lines, the only

words printed top and bottom, the only clue that this was no abstract art, but just another music

poster. The name of the band, printed at the top, was Joy Division, its singer by then already

dead, hanging himself in his living room on the eve of success. The words at the bottom, the

album’s title, an album I’d yet to hear but one that would not disappoint when soon I did:

Unknown Pleasures.Andy KirkpatrickLas Vegas, November 20171Department of Health and

Social Security.– ILLUSTRATIONS –The moment I could hold a crayon in my hand I began to

make marks. I sat in my high chair, scribbling away, my art both a mess and a start. I loved to

draw and so I drew a lot, every spare moment when I wasn’t playing or being schooled, spent

laid on my stomach in front of the TV drawing.While many kids would be fantasising about

having an Atari, I was daydreaming about paper. My uncle Clive was a printer and so gave me

huge stacks of card to draw on, funny offcuts for my scribblings which were piled up in the

sideboard, drawn down a centimetre a day. These offcuts were never even, they could not be

folded top to bottom, side to side, the edges matched and perfect, like A papers can, but

awkwardly, overlapping, the cuts made imperfectly and so not matching. I dreamt of Daler

Rowney pads, especially their monster A1 one, thinking perhaps on paper so squared away I’d

be straight myself, easily folded and folded again, edges always matching. But those offcuts

were a great match for my stupid brain, which could decode the comic pictures but not the

comic words. So that’s what I drew, stories formed from pictures in tiny imperfect squares. For

me, real words were born within speech bubbles. Lying on a beanbag in front of Grange Hill, I

thought I was making pictures, but really this was the only way I knew how to tell stories.When

you do something a lot you become good at it, and being good at drawing when you’re at



school earns you as much kudos as being able to kick a ball or get the girls. That skill is one

that’s always in demand. Then one day, while drawing a Harrier jet fighter in a science class for

some other kid, I had a sudden revelation: being good a drawing is not about the marks you

make with your pencil, but a result of taking the time to see, to look, to notice. The reason I

could draw a great fighter plane had nothing to do with that classic ‘eye’ – to draw a line – but

the fact that I cared to notice where that line would be, that there were panels and vanes there,

that bombs hung from the fuselage as well as from the wings, that through the glass you could

see the ejector seat handles, striped yellow and black. What makes an artist is not what they

draw, it’s that they see the vital importance of the seemingly unimportant.That was a very long

time ago, but that little thought – in my ten-year-old head – has always stuck with me, reminded

me to keep looking, to take the time, long after I put down those childish pencils, and it’s

perhaps led from one set of marks to another – what you find in these pages.– PART 1 –

CLIMBING, EXPEDITIONS AND ADVENTURES– CHAPTER 1.1 –THE LAND OF GREEN

GINGEROne night when I was sixteen we found a battered car and escaped from the city. We

drove north to the coast, to a secret place few of us believed existed; maybe myth, just bait to

the imagination, but maybe not. We went north in search of the truth.Like most teenagers, the

driver – Ricky – drove to impress. Cackling, hair wild, country lanes, tight and bending, taken

with bravado, hedges, colourless, black and white, speeding by in our droogish headlights.I sat

in the back, packed tight with boys and girls: rocking, laughing, smoking, chattering, feeling the

buzz, the thrill, the ‘gid’. If some adult voice had chimed in to tell us to slow down, that we were

in peril, that head-on death lay around every corner, we’d have laughed it away. We were at the

age of invincibility. Pumped up by the press of each other, we flirted by speaking loudly,

laughed in the face of concern at the speed, while arms snaked and slipped through seat belts

that would be ‘gay’ to fasten. We were dizzy with what the night might bring, sights and

dangers, that youthful hunt for possibility, a rare thing in 1980s Britain, only coming to those

who fought hard to find it.The car stopped with the handbrake on, a show-off skid sending us to

a halt in a small, isolated car park, lights and engine off before we’d got our breath back, all

stealth to rare passing traffic. The night and the quiet came as a shock, the only sounds our

breathing and the roar of the sea.It was proper dark, boundless, countryside black, with only

the faintest glow of a nearby seaside town to spoil its totality. We stayed silent – for longer than

a moment – then, before we could become too moved, someone broke the spell with a faked

scream and we fell laughing into the night.I walked to the edge of the gravel and had a piss to

show I wasn’t intimidated by the darkness. The wind was blowing in from the sea and you

could hear it bumping hard against the chalk cliffs I knew were not far away. I’d grown up

visiting the local beaches, their lighthouses and steep lifeboat ramps, the cliffs the highest in

the north they said. The coastline here is battered and bloodied by history, both real and

fictional. Beneath my feet there had been smugglers with their secret caves and passages;

Robinson Crusoe had passed this way, over depths that would one day hold the graves of

sunken German U-boat crews; and out there, in the darkness, there had once drifted Count

Dracula’s ghost ship. ‘The sea always wins.’ It swallows things up: people, boats, around here

even whole villages, nibbling away at the soft cliffs, taking bigger bites on stormy days,

digesting walls, houses, graveyards. The ocean scared me, had done since age five, after it

dragged me off like an animal in a winter storm. Later in my life I’d meet people who had been

attacked by wild animals – bears and dogs – and they’d tell me how the experience of being

held in the jaws of something changes your relationship with everything else you fear could do

the same. Perhaps this fear of the sea was just like that – to have felt its power, its force, sand

pressed into my eyes and nose and ears, spun around and around, until my dad dragged me



to the shore.I went back to the others, who were standing around talking, arms stiff and pushed

into pockets against the cold, shivering a little with excitement as candles were doled out, to be

lit later. Ricky, who knew the way to the secret place, set off first across a ploughed field. We

followed, slipping and cursing at the countryside as only city kids can, until we joined a path

along the edge of the cliffs, its boundary marked by an old fence. A lone sign told tourists the

names of the birds that lived on the tufty ledges below – white ones and black ones, large

colonies you could imagine squawking and shrieking on stormy days, every shelf covered in

decades of stinky, fishy seabird crap. Someone kicked the sign down, picked it up, threw it with

a spin into the night beyond the fence, an act of petty vandalism so common in those keen to

show they’re not intimidated by righteousness.Leaving the path, we moved up a hill, the blacker

black of a large castle, substation, farmhouse or just some random squat oblong standing out

against the darkness. You could make out other smaller structures around us, a henge of brick

buildings. As we got closer to the main building you could sense the dereliction, even in the

dark, tell the wind blew through an empty tileless roof and in and out of glassless windows, and

that there would be a door, rusting and buckled. And there was. We squeezed inside, smashed

tiles and brick grinding as we all slipped in. It smelt like damp cardboard and urine, like

concrete air raid shelters we played in as kids, places where giant insects grew and waited to

spring on children.Everywhere we went, there were signs of the war. Not far away was a small

bunker, another secret place we’d been told about, a tiny door hidden at the edge of a field

where men had once been ready to go when the Nazis came: the fifth column. The identity of

these men was known only by the local policeman; the first task of this secret army come the

invasion was to kill him so as to assure their own survival. Standing in that small brick bunker,

I’d wondered what the purpose was of fighting on, apart from exacting some tiny measure of

revenge so as not to feel so defeated.All inside the building, Ricky told us to be quiet as a

farmer lived close by. We followed Ricky as he shuffled towards a space on the floor that was

blacker than the rest – a hole, into which he started to descend. We followed, tapping out the

way on rubble-strewn steps that spiralled downwards.We stood at the bottom of the stairs and

lit our candles one by one and found we were in a wide tunnel that sloped away from us at a

shallow angle, its walls covered in soot and graffiti. With the light came the questions: ‘How far

does it go?’ ‘Where does it lead?’ ‘Is it safe?’ Ricky kept quiet and instead smiled and set off

down the tunnel, holding his candle like a butler leading his guests into a haunted house.We

followed as fast as our flickering candles would let us, the sound of our footsteps magnified,

reflected, echoing down the tunnel and back again. Without warning, Ricky let out a roar to

scare us. So we screamed to show we weren’t terrified, when in fact we were.After a hundred

metres, the tunnel turned to the left and ended with a set of thick blast doors, the entrance to a

bunker. Rooms appeared to the left and right, littered with rusty furniture, bunk beds, a desk, a

chair, the false ceilings tumbling in on the rooms like old skin. We shuffled around, peering in

but sticking together like cowards; excited to be there, in this secret place.Taking my penknife

out, I did what humans have done ever since we could make our mark, and scraped my name

into the concrete near the door, leaving behind a trace of myself, a little piece of

immortality.Laughing and pushing, we made our way to the final room, a giant concrete void,

the drop below the doorway of uncertain depth, the light of our candles unable to penetrate far.

It smelled of damp black rot. People had once sat in this room and watched for an attack from

Germany – Battle of Britain stuff, wooden models of planes being pushed backwards and

forwards by our grandmas, hair tied in buns, glamorous in their blue uniforms, while Spitfires

and Messerschmitts fought overhead. Someone suggested we blow out the candles and see

how dark it was, and so, blow by blow, the darkness came back, blacker than any other I had



ever experienced.Black.We were city kids, used to street lights; the darkest places we knew

were where the street lights were broken or vandalised – easily done by shimmying up the pole

and unscrewing the fuse on top. Darkness brought a little wild space in the tower blocks and

council estates, a little fear – the biggest kick there is – and perhaps even the vague sense of

possibility. We lived at night, in clubs and pubs and living rooms, but the sheer nothingness of

that darkness, in that moment, overcame us. We were silent. This time no one wanted to be the

first to break the spell, no one wanted to shout or scream, our minds nowhere near our mouths

or even our bodies in that moment. Instead they were drifting out on the edge of deep space,

spread out micron thin within a black hole, or drifting with the xenophyophores in the Mariana

Trench.We lived such closed and confined lives back then, and for most of us the future would

be little different, that long hangover from our childhoods – being a grown-up – just about to

begin.But for a moment we stood in awe at the centre of our universe, opening and closing our

eyes, seeing no more, no less, as far away from ourselves as we had ever been.– CHAPTER

1.2 –HIGH MARKSI sat alone in the small white room, watching the snow build on the

windowsill outside, looking down at the two test papers. I fidgeted with my pencil, aware that

time was running out, as the wind rattled across the corrugated roof of the building.Although

this was an exam I had sought out, it felt no better than all the others; I felt small, awkward and

stupid. The first paper had been easy, but the second had turned my brain into a thick, slow

glue, the numbers falling from their places, lost upon the page. Even though the room was cold

I felt feverish with a familiar panic, something I thought I’d never feel again. An old self-loathing

returned as I pushed my brain to form some answers out of the murk.None came.Drifting out of

the storm, we trench through deep snow until we come to the edge of the loch, its surface

frozen deep beneath a winter blanket. Knowing how useless I am at navigating, Dick takes a

bearing and shouts into my ear that it isn’t far.We’d left the car in the dark, woken early by the

wind buffeting it on the empty mountain road. Groggy with the long journey north from England,

we’d dressed in our seats, wriggling like Houdini to pull on boots and salopettes in our confined

quarters – neither of us really wanting to venture outside until the last possible moment. The

early start had proved useful in the long approach through the deep drifts. We had stopped for

a moment to get our bearings in the first light, gaining a quick glimpse of the wall when the

cloud thinned: it looked steep and covered in rime ice, which clung to the rock just like ice

clings to the inside of a freezer, offering an equal degree of security.The conditions are far from

perfect, but this is Scotland. Here you just climb routes as you find them, not as you’d like to

find them.Dick stuffs the map away. Pulling on his goggles, he takes the easy option and sets

off across the lake.I turned the paper over and looked up at the snow on the sill, thick as a bed.

I had a few minutes left until the examiner was due to return but I knew it would take more than

time to get these answers right. It had always been like this.My mother thought I was just lazy,

my teachers said I was a slow learner, then they labelled me as having some kind of ‘learning

disability’. The schools I went to were filled with ‘problem children’ and I was just one more

problem. I remember learning in biology that the brain has two sides. It came as a bit of a

revelation at the time. It seemed to explain why sometimes I felt slow and stupid, one of the

school’s stigmatised, remedial kids, while at other times I felt bright and intelligent, capable of

producing drawings or solving puzzles that were beyond the other kids. Most of the time I kept

this dark side in the background, concentrating on what I was good at. But at school that wasn’t

easy.The route looks hard. It is a classic summer rock climb, but now it is one of the hardest

climbs on the crag, a tenuous mixed line up a steep wall and arête. I visualise the moves, how

I’ll link up those rounded horizontal cracks and vertical seams, digging through the wall’s thick

winter coat of rime for secret places in which to torque and hook the picks of my axes.I have



wanted this route for a long time, storing every scrap of information I could find in my head.

And although I can’t spell the name of the route, or the corrie we are in, I can list everyone who

has tried it, what else they’ve done and why they had failed.As I step up to the base, I

remember the discouraging words of a climber who has failed on this route twice: ‘You’ll never

climb it, there’s a really long reachy move on it – you’re too short.’Flicking my picks into the

hard, cold turf that sprouts in patches on the climb, I close my eyes and visualise the route as a

puzzle, the pieces jumbled in the snow.I see the first piece and start climbing.The examiner

opened the door and asked me to stop.Feeling sick and empty I looked out of the window.At

school my worst nightmare was the times table. The teacher would start in one corner of the

classroom and go around making each child stand up at their desk and say the next figure. As

it snaked nearer, the blood would drain from my face as my heart beat faster and faster. I would

feel hollowed out and sick. The dark half would scramble any thought as I struggled to

calculate an answer. Finally, on shaky legs, I would stand and speak. I always got it wrong. The

other kids would laugh and I would sit back down, thankful the ordeal was over.Totally

immersed in the climbing my brain is powered up and energised, working to its full potential, its

limited memory freed up from all those confusing hoops it has to jump through in the real

world. Up here everything is real. No numbers. No words. The only calculations are physical,

the only questions how to progress and how not to fall off.Winter climbing is ten per cent

physical, ninety per cent mental. If you’re good at jigsaws you’ll probably be good at mixed

climbing. It’s simply a frozen puzzle, your tools and crampons torquing and camming the

pieces to fit. And, like a jigsaw, the moves are easy. It’s just finding them that’s hard.The

examiner picked up the sheets and asked me to come to his office while he marked the papers.

Seeing I was pensive he chatted about the storm as we walked through the old Victorian

building.It wasn’t leaving school with few qualifications that mattered to me or to anyone else, it

was leaving with the belief, created by society, that these things really mattered. At sixteen I

thought I had been graded for life. The only skill that I knew I possessed was my ability to be

creative, initially manifesting itself as skill in painting and drawing. But like anything that comes

easy I had no way of knowing that this was any kind of skill at all.I found it hard to get people to

take me seriously when they discovered I couldn’t remember my date of birth or the months of

the year, always fearful that I would be found out, that people would dismiss me as thick or

stupid. Yet slowly, as I grew older, I learnt ways around this, trying to avoid any contact with

words or numbers. I left home and moved into a squat near the city’s university, and slowly I

began to mix with the people that got things right, people I had never met in my remedial

world.Like the experience of meeting people from another culture, I found we weren’t that

different, and that I had some skills they lacked, or maybe even envied. I slowly learnt that I

had to tag abstract words or numbers with images, like a hip bone for a ‘hypocrite’, and that

way bypass the sludgy part of my brain. My party piece back then was trying to remember all

twelve months of the year and get them in order, something that for the life of me I just couldn’t

do. Only at that point could I see that this and all the other things that once did matter, meant

nothing at all.Then one night at a party someone said my linear brain function was perhaps a

sign of dyslexia and that I should get tested, just so I could find out what exactly what was

wrong with my brain. And that’s how I found myself sitting one final test. Wondering if at

nineteen it no longer mattered.I get to the place where the other climbers have failed. Two

spaced, flared, horizontal cracks, the gap too wide to span with my axe. I hunker down on my

tools and try to solve the problem.Hammering my axe into the crack at chest level, I mantel up

on it, palming down on its head, straightening my arm, one crampon point scratching near its

spike, the other crampon latched around a corner. It feels like I’m about to do a handstand as I



blindly scrape away the thick stubborn hoar with my other axe, searching for a secure home for

its pick. There is nothing.I think about backing off, about failing, but I’m not sure I can. As I

blindly scrape for something to hang, I imagine the good nuts set in poor icy cracks below and

feel committed to the move. With my arms cramping, I’m forced to commit to laying away off

the rounded arête, the teeth of my pick skittering and skating around until I pull down hard and

trust it, wiggling my other axe out as I slowly stand up straight, my body hanging on

tenterhooks.I try not to shake too much.I take a deep breath and look for the next piece.The

first test paper comprised 100 complicated cubes, with four options for how they would look

opened out. The other paper was covered in words and numbers. The boxes were easy and I

wondered if I’d been given this by mistake. Then I came to the other sheet and the lights went

out. Feeling like an idiot, well aware I hadn’t done well on the second sheet, I sat and watched

the examiner mark the answers, ticking them off as he went.Reaching easy ground, easy in

comparison to what it took to reach it, I race up a hanging corner sacrificing protection for

speed. I pop up on to a narrow foot ledge, a grassy escape route into an easier climb on the

left. I hesitate.The wall above looks compact and steep. It would be so easy to avoid what

awaits up there. Plenty of possible excuses. The dark. The storm. I look down at Dick and think

of the hollowness of giving up now. I know he doesn’t care as long as I get a move on.With a

nut placed at my feet I boulder out the moves above the ledge until I’m committed. I can see

where I’m headed: across the wall to a ledge on the arête.Sweeping away hoar as I go, I try not

to think about getting pumped. I scratch until I find one good tool placement on round edges,

crampon points poised on slopey holds that look like flattened chicken heads.Matching tools

together I look at Dick far below as he tries to stay balanced in the wind, his flapping red jacket

barely visible through the wind-blown snow. The two ropes arch, plucking out questionable

protection, but the big one stays put. There should be great fear, there should be great doubt,

but all I see is possibility.The examiner looked up from the sheets and removed his glasses.

‘Remarkable. You’ve scored ninety-nine per cent in the spatial test. I’ve only ever had one other

person score so highly. He was a headmaster. As for the other test … I’m afraid you only

scored sixteen per cent.’The overwhelming joy was quickly crushed by the realisation of how

much more important the second test was to real life. Being able to recognise what boxes

would look like opened out might get me a job in a cardboard box factory.‘You’re a classic

dyslexic,’ he said. ‘One side of your brain doesn’t work as it should, so the other half

compensates.’ He told me the symptoms of dyslexia and the pieces finally fitted

together.Lateral thinking gets me to below a small ledge. Standing on nothing footholds and

holding my breath, I tickle at a frozen tuft of grass with my pick. The pick bites with a dull,

shallow thwack. With time running out, I blindly swap feet, then hang off one tool as I bring the

other across to join it. I feel the dice roll. Will the axes rip out when I pull?My brain does some

quick calculations and says no. So I do. They don’t. I’m there.I mantel up on to the arête. I’m so

aware of everything around me: the snowflakes blowing across my face, the line of sweat

running down between my shoulder blades, a twist of frozen heather emerging from the snow,

the wind, the darkness, the cold. My body is hot, my brain burning as I suck in the speeding

snow. The next ten metres are unprotected. If I fall I’ll die, but there is no time for melodrama: I

am where I have always wanted to be. I think how strange it is that brainpower can get me

here, but it still fails to do so many other things. Yet I know now that all things are balanced.On

the mountain such details no longer matter. There is no need for words here. With the pieces

together I can see the picture. Who needs to know its name?Hooking both axes on to a flake I

pull off the ledge and head into the darkness.The examiner showed me to the door and

handed me a brown envelope containing my results. ‘Andrew, with a score of ninety-nine per



cent you should find something you enjoy that involves three-dimensional problem solving,

something creative, where you can turn these things into an advantage.’I shook his hand, said

thank you, then walked home through the snow, wondering where such a strange gift would

lead me.– CHAPTER 1.3 –BROKENWith the last of our energy we bashed against the ice-

coated door, the entrance to the high-mountain téléphérique station. Snow and ice swirled

around us, caught in the eddy where the door appeared out of the mountainside.We smashed

into it again, knowing we wouldn’t survive unless we got inside. It remained solidly closed. I

dropped to my knees and tried to prise it open with my ice axe, its pick bent and blunt after the

kilometre of hard climbing it had taken to get there. I twisted it hard into the metal reinforcing

the door. The pick snapped and I fell back defeated. After all we’d been through we were going

to die because of a fucking door.Aaron jumped at the door and disappeared inside with a bang.

I crawled in after him.The door blew shut as we rolled on to our backs, sealing out the storm

and putting a loud full stop to the strain of the last three days.We lay there for a long time,

staring at the icy ceiling, neither of us wanting to speak and spoil the overwhelming return of

peace and safety.My hands were frozen and blood covered my face. The rope lay at our feet;

new a week ago, it was now a frozen, torn mess. Most of our climbing hardware was gone, left

strung along the final section of the 1,200-metre face that dropped away below the door,

abandoned without a second thought as we battled to reach the top through a violent winter

storm.Slowly we began to move, knowing we had to find something to eat and something to

drink, and to tell people we were still alive.Standing carefully, creaking like old men, we looked

down at the knot that joined us. We began to untie. The rope, which had kept us alive and was

now only fit for washing line, fell to the floor.We lifted our tired heads and took off our

helmets.We smiled at each other.We would never tie ourselves together again.Aaron was a

great climbing partner. He never complained. In fact he never said anything. I met him at a

barbecue; he was doing a PhD in physics and I was working in a climbing shop. No matter how

uncomfortable or dangerous the situation, he was always calm under pressure. We’d climbed a

fair bit together, shared misfortune and luck, got ourselves in and out of countless epics, yet

we’d remained friends. It was Aaron’s second winter trip to Chamonix and my third, and as

usual I had big plans, which I assumed Aaron would be up for.Maybe it was because he was

coming to the end of his PhD in Sheffield, but he seemed more cautious, laughing off my

suggestion of the Carrington-Rouse as a joke, not realising I was serious. We seemed to be

pulling in different directions – classic ice versus modern mixed. ‘How about the Frendo?’ I

suggested, knowing that on paper this might look like a suitable compromise to him. He

agreed, with the proviso that it wouldn’t be all mixed. He didn’t mind hard work, but he wasn’t

into spending days and days suffering on some monstrous epic climb. ‘Epics are your bread

and butter, Andy, not mine.’ So the Frendo it was.Like many route suggestions, the Frendo was

a selfish one. I’d failed on it the year before with Dick Turnbull, mainly because of a British

Approach to Winter Alpinism and poor conditions. Although Dick and I should have known

better, we got on it expecting an easy winter tick, forgetting that if you came across a 1,200-

metre Severe in Scotland in winter you’d approach it with a little more respect. Since then I’d

learned that the original and most of the few subsequent winter ascents had avoided the main

buttress, the meat of the route, by climbing a snow couloir to the right – which has had the

indignity of being skied and surfed the last few years – and been claimed as the Frendo Spur.

Poring over photos of the spur, I’d spotted a new line up the left-hand side of the buttress that

could provide plenty of ‘Scottish action’, and I assumed that once on the route Aaron would get

into it and enjoy the climbing. If not, I was prepared to push our partnership a little in order to

get up it.Aaron planted his axes and looked up from the bergschrund. ‘Mixed climbing, I knew



it. The normal route goes up the snow ramps round the corner. There’s no direct start in the

guide.’
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Alex Gwerder, “Andy's a psycho. I've read a few climbing novels and Andy perfectly captures

the fear of questing above useless achievements. I appreciate this book and will always

recommend it to friends. His way of thinking and how it has shaped his career make the read

fly by, with palm sweating exhilaration.”

Richard and Liz, “~~ Conquering the tough routes and so much more ~~. "Stories that will

terrify, stories that will make you chuckle, and stories that will make you confused, angry or

even make you cry." Ready? That was in the Preface preparing the reader for what was ahead.

The introduction takes us back to the 1990's where Andy is on the dole in the United Kingdom,

living in poverty. We then go back into the 80's. I remember watching some of the same TV

shows as, like Andy, I was also 16 in the 80's. Laughed at at school, many times thought of as

stupid (he was not diagnosed with dyslexia until later), the only skill Andy knew he had was

how to paint and draw but it was a long time before he recognized that as a skill. (He shares

some of his drawings between each chapter of this book.)Marriage and two kids did not stop

his yearning to climb. How did it all begin? Enjoy reading how his 13 year old daughter climbed

El Cap in Yosemite National Park at the young age of 13! Anything unusual about this? What

element of nature did they have to persevere against? Probably not what you think! The Troll!

Would Andy ever 'conquer' it? Climbing in Antarctica?! Sleeping and climbing in those frigid

temperatures? Climbers will know what a wag bag is but others will learn something. Sea of

Dreams, a route on El Cap, is only climbed maybe once every two years. There is WAY more

and this book is definitely not a boring read.Having never read any of Andy's previous books,

blog posts etc., I enjoyed getting a glimpse into his life and adventures. In all honesty the book,

for me, would have been great if it had ended at the end of Chapter 2.13, halfway through the

book. After that we are subjected to Andy's ramblings about random people and other

experiences. I don't think this added to the book at all BUT I also realize that this is just my

opinion and others share a completely different one. We are warned in the write up that this is

not just a climbing book and it is not. Being a typical Brit, Andy speaks his mind on a variety of

subjects not at all caring if he is politically correct. In that way the book is very refreshing. Other

parts could be seen as downright depressing. BE WARNED: If you are adverse to the "F"

bomb, it is present in this book. It's not on every page but is scattered throughout. If you

persevere you will likely appreciate the Epilogue and the Noted where Andy shares more

insights behind each chapter.As stated in the write-up, this is a collection of Andy's works
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i.e.blog posts, magazine articles etc. that he has written over the years so in some ways the

book is a little disjointed and not always in chronological order. It definitely keeps the reader on

his/her toes as Andy moves from subject to subject and back again frequently! Is it a book I

would read again? No! Did I enjoy reading about Andy's climbs and accomplishments? Yes! Is

the book well written? Yes! Is there any humor in the book? At times. Did some parts sadden

me? Yes. I felt that Andy, at times, was/is a little lost in this world. Did his determination/grit/

willpower shine through? Yes!I was provided a copy of this book by the publisher. The thoughts

above are my own and not influenced by anyone else. Thanks, Liz”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Good read that I would recommend to a friend ;-). As usual a good read. I

haven't discovered the misogynistic parts yet...but also haven't finished the book yes, so we

shall see. Anyhow, good read, just makes me want to climb some more horrible and loose

rock :-) the non- climbing parts are a nice addition and make this book slightly different from

the usual climber books full of self obsession. Niiice.”

Joshua Willett, “Great read. Loved it, thanks Andy”

Mr C J FISHER, “Five Stars. Great received with thanks,”

The book by Andy Kirkpatrick has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 28 people have provided feedback.
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